ESTIMATE & RENOVATION FAQ
Q: How do I book an estimate for a renovation from Dynasty Bathrooms?
A: Visit our showroom at 369 Logan Avenue and speak with our sales consultants. Bring basic
measurements (size of room, vanity length, toilet rough-in location) or photographs, so we have an idea of
what sort of space we’ll be working with.
We will walk you through the process of choosing fixtures and planning a budget for your renovation
project. Once we have a few basics taken care of, we’ll book an appointment for one of our estimators to visit
your home and later provide you with a quote.
Q: Why do I have to come to the showroom first? Can’t you bring catalogues and show me products you
sell?
A: We ask our clients to visit the showroom in advance so that we can get a basic idea of what their
needs are and what they are planning on spending on a project. Without this information, we cannot
accurately predict what your renovation will cost.
We sell products from over 50 different manufacturers, in a wide range of prices and designs. Consider
what you’re willing to spend on and why. Every client, and every bathroom, is different!
Q: How do you calculate labour costs?
A: Our labour costs are comparable to those of our competitors in Winnipeg, and are non-negotiable.
We feel that our pricing is reasonable considering the quality of the work and customer service we provide.
“So what am I getting for my money?”
- 2-year warranty on labour
- Licensed and bonded installers with decades of experience
- MHBA Master Renovator Certification
- Excellent after-sales service
Q: What about small jobs, like installing a new vanity or faucet?
A: We do small jobs too! Toilets, vanities, lighting, flooring…you name it, we can install it! For piece
work, we typically charge by the hour instead of quoting a flat rate, with the exception of toilet installations.
Q: Do you offer design consultations?
A: Absolutely! If you would like to book a consultation with our designer, please call us. We charge by
the hour for design consultations, and if you decide to proceed with the renovation, that charge will be
credited towards your final bill for the job.
Q: I purchased products elsewhere, will you install something that wasn’t purchased through Dynasty
Bathrooms?
A: We will install products from other suppliers, however any and all warranty claims must be done
through the original supplier. Dynasty Bathrooms is not responsible for defects, leaks or other issues with
products purchased elsewhere.
NOTE: If you have purchased products in the USA (from Menard’s, Lowe’s, etc), keep in mind that in
many cases the warranty is null and void once it crosses the border!

